The Four Seasons at Motown—Part 2

AKA ...How Bob Crewe saved Frankie Valli’s solo career!
By September 1972 Bob Gaudio and Frankie Valli were still believing that the Mowest experiment was going to re-vitalise their careers and the Four Seasons list of
hit records. This was despite no success from either the critically acclaimed but
poor selling 'Chameleon' album or their efforts with the label's in-house LA based
producers. In a September 1972 interview with Stuart Miller (at the time The UK
Appreciation Society's President) Bob Gaudio remained optimistic that one or the
other would bring success and he still thought their Motown future would be good,
particularly as Bob Crewe was negotiating a deal to get back to writing/producing
after a 2 year period of financial and mental recovery.
Bob’s return would see him first embark on an illfated attempt at a new album with Bobby Darin.
These Bobby Darin sessions in late 1972 (Oct to
Dec) resulted in an incomplete album but some
stunning music before Bobby's untimely death during heart surgery in December 1972. Two songs
with Four Seasons type backing would emerge
('Another Song on My Mind' and 'Won't Last A
Day Without You') and these demonstrated the
same production quality to Crewe's previous final
sessions of the late 1960s with Lesley Gore at
Crewe Records. At the start of 1973 Crewe started
writing and producing again with Bob Gaudio who
had by then set aside their differences.
As the Mowest label collapsed and Berry Gordy
moved Valli and The Four Seasons back onto the
Motown label, Frankie also had to attempt to resurrect his solo career after many unreleased sessions with several producers during 1972.

Bobby Darin with Bob Crewe during the
late 1973 Motown sessions.
Photo courtesy of BD—Media

1972 ended with Frankie Valli back in the studio recording 'Wigs and Lashes',
'Where Love Ends' and 'I Will Make It Up To You' which would all remain unreleased plus The Corporation production of a Bob Crewe – Louis St Louis song
'Time Will Tell'. A version of 'Wigs and Lashes' would surface by The Commodores on their 'Renaissance' album in April 1973
But with Bob Crewe back on the scene several notable recordings began for Valli
as 1973 unfolded. 'Minute By Minute – Day By Day' and 'I Can't Get Away
From You (But I Can't Get Over You)' provide unreleased tracks that make us
wonder about the productions...and 'After You' is a Crewe – Corbetta – Marmelzat composition. Jerry Corbetta was a member of Sugarloaf and would later in the
decade join the Four Seasons.
But at this point in early 1973 The Four Seasons were a troubled line-up. It had
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been a traumatic time for Valli and the changing membership. According to Four
Seasons music historian Rex Woodard, the group had stabilized after the UK tour
in 1971 and Clay Jordan had tried to fill Bob Gaudio’s vocal part after his departure
in March 1972. They supplemented their line-up with the members of the group
‘Flavour’. Guitarist Demetri Callas
had filled Tommy Devito’s role after he retired in 1971, with
Hendrix like guitar solos and he
had persuaded Gaudio and Valli to
also recruit fellow ‘Flavour’ band
members Al Ruzika (keyboards)
and drummer Paul Wilson (making
five ‘Seasons’ with Joe Long).
This line-up with Clay Jordan had
worked on the early Motown recordings as The Four Seasons –
Long : Callas : Jordan and Valli
with Ruzika and Wilson in the backing band. With Ruzika contributing the the writing of ‘The Night’ and other tracks on the ‘Chameleon’ album, their versatile instrumental strengths contributed to the quality of that album and their ‘live’ performances. By 1973 Ruzika had decided to leave and Jordan’s vocals could not
match up to requirements: the stage act ‘ hits’ vocal demands being ‘beyond his
range’. Rex Woodard tells us…in his Billboard articles, “MoWest released "Walk
On, Don’t Look Back"
on August 27, 1972
Within days, "Walk
On… " died a quiet
commercial death.
For 21-year-old Jordan, the song represented his only brief
recorded contribution with the legendary Four Seasons.
Jordan had tried very
hard to fill Gaudio's
shoes, but he just
couldn't do it. SevLive on Stage in 1972—Line-up left to right: Clay Jordan, Frankie Valli, Joe Long
eral of the group's
and Demetri Callas. In the background, Rich (Duke) Natoli is playing sax, and
biggest hits, ("Rag
we believe the drummer is Paul Wilson.
Doll." for one) required vocals beyond
Jordan's range. He had pushed himself hard to make the grade, to the
point it hurt his health. When he saw he would not succeed, he asked to
be replaced. He left in September (1972).
The quest to fill this void was further complicated when back-up keyboardist Ruzicka decided to make his exit, too. Callas nominated for memPage 2
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bership another Baltimore product, 21-year old Bill Deloach. Deloach had
played the Farisa organ in the group ‘Jake’. Negotiations quickly brought
Deloach ‘into the fold’.
The other member of the back-up band, 26-year-old Wilson, then announced his intentions to leave because of domestic problems. Valll did
not want another defection. He agreed to elevate Wilson to official group
membership (and many extra dollars) if he would stick around, Wilson's
charm lay in his latent vocal ability. Wilson could simulate Valli's vocal
part when performing songs originally recorded with Valli's voice overdubbed in both lead and background. Wilson accepted this new, more exalted position.”
As the Mowest label was closed by Berry Gordy in Spring 1973, Valli would in fact
sack the group retaining only Joe Long (and subsequently Demetri Callas).
DeLoach’s refusal to sing at a 25th March 1973 Concert at the Capital Theatre
Passaic was too much for Valli. The show was completed but Valli exploded backstage. Rex recalls….”Clearly, Valli was near the point of a total breakdown.
His stomach ulcers bothered him, he couldn’t hear a damn thing (due to
osteosclerosis) and he couldn’t adapt to appearing without Gaudio’s presence.”
The group were gone as a live act for a period but before this debacle they may
have contributed to assist Valli in the studio with the stunning new sound written
and produced by Crewe and Gaudio on the little known and under-appreciated
'With My Eyes Wide Open' and 'Listen To Yesterday'. These recordings on
Tapes 2388 and 89 have mixing dates of February 1973. The latter was produced
with female backing vocals (which would become a 45 release) and ‘Seasons’
type backing (recently uncovered by the Hip-O-Select 2009 Anthology CD – although session musicians may have provided Crewe with a background male vocal
track) Sessions around this time also indicate the recording of 'Star' (a title which
would emerge as a number 1 hit by Stealers Wheel in 1974 – although probably
NOT the same song) Bob Gaudio would also produce the same ballad arrangement
of 'You've Got Your Troubles' as he had done at Philips in 1970.
What is becoming clear is that Crewe himself had set out to find a romantic ballad
hit for Frankie Valli in early 1973. He recorded the enticingly titled 'Be My Lover,
Be My Friend', a song penned by Bob with ex-Four Ever Steve Tudanger and
Crewe's long-term friend Ellie Greenwich which remains unreleased. Also on the
same master tape (Tape 2414 – Feb 1973) is the stunning, 'Inside You'(Crewe –
Gaudio) which would prove interesting enough to Motown execs for them to plan a
new album.
Motown almost certainly found the song ‘How Come’ of interest. Unreleased
tracks from the ‘How Come’ session tapes (16 track Tapes 2511 and 24 track
Tape 2656) at this time reveal songs, 'Sitting On The Edge Of My Mind', 'When
I Come Of Age' and 'Coming Home'.
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'You Can't Hold On' was another unreleased track on Tape 2414, but Tape
2440 from the next sessions contains
the Hal Davis produced 'Life and
Breath' (George Clinton) which was the
only track from these session tapes to
subsequently get a release in May 1973
on Motown 1255F. With no Four Seasons
group in April it has been suggested that
Bob Crewe used session singers for the
backing on the harmonic 'How
Come' (Sherman – Sherman) which saw
release as the A side of that 45. These
sessions with Dave Blumberg arranging
also resulted in the unreleased 'Turn It
All Around' (Crewe – Hardwick) and
'Give Us This Day'(Crewe – Shatkin).
’Life And Breath’ was a rather poorly promoted and unsuccessful 45 from Motown during the first half of 1973. Surprising really, particularly as ‘With My Eyes
Wide Open/Inside You’ were so strong and an album was being planned. The
number Motown 788 was allocated and a title ‘slated’ for August 1973 issue –
‘Inside Out’. A hit 45 was needed to create some belief within Motown that Valli
and the group could succeed but with so much still in the vaults today it is impossible to assess the quality of the work or say if their ineptness was a result of the
chaos within Motown post the demise of Mowest. All we have to go on are the subsequent tracks released on the ‘Inside You’ album (MW852) which was issued
after they had left the label in 1975. No-one in Motown then or since has paid
much attention to the work put into Crewe-Gaudio’s search for a successful sound.
As Valli recruited new members Lee Shapiro and Gerry Polci, to join Joe Long and
Demetri Callas and with the return of Clay Jordan in April after the departure of
Billy Deloach, the vocal and instrumental capability was significantly enhanced by
mid 1973 and after the group had presented a master recording they had composed and recorded themselves on the road for single release in the summer ('I
Wonder Why'), Crewe took the whole ensemble into the studios at Media Sound
in NYC late in the year. He even persuaded Nick Massi to rejoin to help develop the
vocal harmonies. Charles Calello returned as arranger and the scene was set for
‘success’….or so the group thought. For these sessions Crewe had several songs
composed with 'Eleventh Hour' member Kenny Nolan.
The tracks 'Hickory' and 'Charisma' were deemed strong enough for single release from these Nov/Dec 1973 sessions and appeared on Motown 1288 in February 1974.” ‘Hickory’ "received respectable airplay in several markets and
pierced the top 100 in most national surveys" according to Rex Woodard and
it made #90 in the Cashbox chart but the complete lack of promotion by Motown
meant it didn’t pierce the Billboard Hot 100.
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Notable songs from these sessions which
also feature strong harmony vocals (laced
with Nick Massi’s bass notes) include the
unreleased Crewe – Nolan classic ballads
'Hymn To Her' and 'Lovers' (now as
demos on You Tube) as well as the song
Valli and Crewe totally believed in but Motown didn't, 'My Eyes Adored You'.
Bob Gaudio was also trying to get a hit
sound with Valli and produced the ballad
'The Scalawag Song' (aka 'Silver
Fishes', 'And I Will Love You’) which
was the planned title song for a Kirk Douglas film (it never made it on to the movie
soundtrack). It was an August 1973 master
mix and would appear on a Frankie Valli 45
in Dec 1973 on Motown 1279 FA along
(once again) with 'Listen To Yesterday'
A novelty Wonder Who styled song 'Make
Your Tomorrow Tonight' also came out
of these sessions but Motown had backed
off from releasing an album with 'Hickory' only scraping into the Cashbox charts.
Tensions between the label and the group reached breaking point. The execs at
this time couldn’t see any merit in the songs and performances, although it is clear
now from recently uncovered recordings that there was great quality being untapped and unreleased.
One other session tape from May 1974 indicates Bob Gaudio attempted to generate something with 3 more songs (Tape 2678), 'Whatever You Want', 'Future
Years' and 'Getting Over You' but these would quickly be denoted as 'out of
spec' as the group's contract ran out. There is no evidence that the group performed on this session and Lee Shapiro only has recollection of the ‘Hickory’ etc
sessions in late 1973.
As their contract ran out and convinced they had recorded a hit Bob Crewe bought
the master of 'My Eyes Adore You'(as listed in the Motown vaults) for
$4.600 (according to sources close to Bob Crewe) and with Valli he started to look
for a label for this song’s release and to re-launch Valli's solo career. The response
to the song in concert was encouraging. By January, Jordan had left and Valli had
added Don Ciccone to the Four Seasons (to replace Callas). John Paiva notably,
joined the backing band by summer 1974. The Four Seasons it is believed backed
Valli on the original Motown track and once purchased Crewe took the Motown 16
track master to LA circa May 1974 to add sweetening vocals by him and Kenny
Nolan (and maybe strings). The Motown vault still contains the original master so
this can be checked out eventually.
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“Crewe and Valli hustled “Eyes” to Capital, Atlantic, Tom Cat and other labels but no one bit”, Charles Calello recalls, “The Seasons had a bad run at
Motown and not a label in the states was interested in them. Around 32
labels passed on "My Eye's Adored You" when Bob Gaudio, Frankie Valli
and Bob Crewe tried to sell it.”. Rex Woodard again...“They finally found a
taker in Larry Uttal, former
president of Bell Records. Uttal
almost signed the original Four
Seasons back in 1960 and regretted his lack of foresight
later. Uttal had just formed a
new independent label, Private
Stock, and needed artists. He
could hear potential in “My Eyes
Adored You” and really believed
he could break it big. Unfortunately, his belief extended only
to that particular record. He did
not want to place the Four Seasons under contract, only Valli
individually. This was still a
workable arrangement, at least
the song would get released,
and the group’s value could later
rise in proportion to Valli’s own
fortunes.” Apparantly (as told to us
by a friend of Crewe’s)…..”Larry
Utal came for dinner at the Empire West - Dan cooked his specialty. . . and they played "My
The final Motown line-up 1974 promo photo. Strange use of
Eyes…" and Larry took it on the
old Mowest Valli photo with long redundant logo. Clockspot. Dan, of course, worked
wise—Valli-Long-Polci-Shapiro-Ciccone
out the business details.” Charles
Calello also recalls…”Bob Crewe’s engineer Roy Cicalla remixed the track at
the Sound Studio in LA “. Valli signed to Private Stock in October 1974 and the
song was their first release
“Valli continued to perform the track in concert throughout the latter half
of 1974,” according to Rex Woodard. Finally, on 22 March 1975 Billboard proclaimed “My Eyes Adored You” – Private Stock 4503 (b/w ‘Watch Were
You Walk’) as the nation’s number one record after almost six months since its
release! One of the longest running releases to climb eventually to #1, proving finally that Motown had got it wrong.
Bob Crewe was riding a wave of success as 1974 rolled into 1975 with the Disco
Age and the rise of the NYC gay scene. He found chart topping success (#1 March
23rd 1975) with ‘Lady Marmalade’ (Epic 50048) by Labelle (knocking ‘My Eyes..’
off the #1 spot) and chart action with Disco-Tex and The Sex-O-Lettes but his
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struggle with alcoholism meant Bob Gaudio had to finish the 'Closeup' album for
Valli at a time he ,once again, found it impossible to work with Crewe. But Crewe
had also shown his inate hit making ability and provided the hit follow on Valli
needed with “Swearin’ To God” a Bob Crewe/Denny Randell song. It was on Private Stock 45012 (b/w ‘Why’), and released and debuted in May 75. It sold
317,625 copies in its first 10 days on the street hitting #6. In the UK it was released the same month making #31 in June.
By this time the Motown years and Crewe's early 1973 sessions seemed a longtime ago and were forgotten by everyone as the new sound of the Four Seasons
emerged on the 'Who Loves You' album based on Bob Gaudio's stunning new
songs with (soon to be wife) Judy Parker and the group’s excellent musicianship.
The road accident that left Bob Crewe hospitalized and close to death would end
any chances of him working any magic with Valli for some time and he faced a
long fight back to health. But he survived and would return as a producer and
writer for the ‘Heaven Above Me’ album by 1978.
He had salvaged Valli's career from the dire days of Motown's mis-management
and too this day we can see (but not hear) the hard work Crewe and Valli in particular put in on those session tapes with over 40 tracks from the Motown contract
days still in the vaults. More tracks remain unreleased than ever came out on vinyl. This represents a huge gap in the musical history of the group and doesn’t do
justice to Valli and the group members who appeared in what fans recall as great
‘live’ performances. Evidence also suggests other titles remain on these unheard
master tapes. (We Had It All, Baby I Need You So Much, Nasty, Over, I
Heard A Love Song, Just A Little Girl, Don’t Take You’re Love From Me are
suggested/rumoured titles not yet verified)
Some tracks from 1973 have emerged on demo revealing that some of the work
they did resulted in completed masters, with quality songs and performances. This
makes it very surprising that Universal Motown and Bob Gaudio have refused to
make these available to collectors even today in early 2012. This has been (to
date) due to Bob Gaudio’s intransigent attitude to the issue of any previously unreleased material throughout the group’s career. It remains for long-standing fans,
such a disappointing attitude for the creators and performers to have no interest in
these master tapes. It was for both Valli and Gaudio a time of much personal
trauma with marriage break-ups and illness so perhaps the memory is one rather
forgotten. And the collection will not generate much commercially, as the Motown
(released) Anthology is reportedly not a top seller. The emergence of such material it appears is highly unlikely unless Bob Gaudio and Frankie Valli sanction the
research. Reputable record companies, we understand, would be willing to do such
collectors sets on CD but only if the artists co-operate. It remains for someone to
convince them both that such a project would enhance their history. And as they
would be able to reject any poorer performances it remains hard to see why they
would not support such a venture. In reality this unheard material will only resurface as a ‘tribute’ set when one or the other is no longer with us. Then it would
sell. Sadly ‘Jersey Boys” success has made this position most likely. Casey Chameleon
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